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Abstract 16 

This paper investigates the relationships between hillslope stability and fabric anisotropy of brittle rock 17 

materials and the implications for landscape shaping. We use discrete element models to study the 18 

stability and failure modes of slopes made of transverse isotropic rock materials, focusing more 19 

particularly on the influence of the material orientation relative to the topographic slope. After validating 20 

the numerical approach with a limit equilibrium analytical solution in the case of an isotropic material, 21 

we modify our numerical slope models to simulate the rheological features of anisotropic gneissic rocks. 22 

Systematic exploration of the transverse isotropy plane’s orientation in two dimensions (dip angle) 23 

reveals that slope collapse requires strength values that are highly dependent on the orientation of the 24 

material relative to the slope. For a 1000 m high escarpment, the stability of a slope with a fixed gradient 25 

requires strength that is one order of magnitude greater in a configuration where the isotropy plane is 26 

slightly less inclined than the topographic slope (i.e., cataclinal overdip configuration) than in a 27 

configuration where the isotropy plane is perpendicular to the slope (i.e., anaclinal configuration). 28 

Mirroring this highly variable stability according to the relative orientation of the material, four modes of 29 

deformation or gravitational instability are observed: in order of appearance, when the transverse 30 

isotropy plane orientation goes from 0 to 180° with respect to the horizontal (going from cataclinal to 31 
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anaclinal configurations), the slope collapses respectively by sliding, buckling, toppling and crumbling. 32 

The crumbling mode corresponds to a very stable configuration for which the preferred ground 33 

movements will be rock falls from the cliff compared to the structurally controlled, deep-seated 34 

deformation modes leading to sliding and toppling. Despite the simplifications inherent to the numerical 35 

approach, our study highlights the essential characteristics of landslides occurring along slopes cut in 36 

transverse isotropic materials and reproduces the various instability modes observed in natural slopes. 37 

It also enables assessing their respective kinetics as well as the volumes of material they mobilize. 38 

Finally, by comparing our findings on the azimuthal variations in hillslope gradients observed along the 39 

central Himalaya (Nepal), in an area characterized by the relatively uniform orientation of the anisotropy 40 

in gneissic and mica-schist formations, we show that, even though multiple environmental factors come 41 

into play, landscape shaping is indeed strongly controlled by material anisotropy.  42 
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1. Introduction 48 

Landslides are known to play a key role in shaping landscapes (Densmore and Hovius, 2000; Korup et 49 

al., 2010) and are a major hazard for millions of people and infrastructure globally (Glade et al., 2005; 50 

Davies, 2021), especially evident nowadays in mountainous regions in times of global warming (e.g., 51 

Huggel et al., 2012). The study of their dynamics and the control by factors like climate, lithology, and 52 

tectonics on predisposing and triggering slope failures is fundamental for improving of natural disaster 53 

preparedness and better understanding of the Earth's surface evolution over time. 54 

Among the factors governing slope deformation, geological structures, with their different forms related 55 

to nature and scale, are probably the most critical (Jaboyedoff et al., 2011; Stead and Wolter, 2015). 56 

Apart from large discrete structures such as folds, faults, and unconformities, intrinsic textural anisotropy 57 

is commonly present in many rocks near Earth’s surface through the lithology itself in the form of layering 58 

and/or foliation. This homogeneously distributed matrix anisotropy, that predominantly corresponds to 59 

transverse isotropy (TI), is not necessarily localized by bedding planes or joints, and usually concerns 60 

the entire rock mass. The ability of TI rock materials to deform and withstand stresses varies according 61 

to the orientation of stresses relative to their isotropy plane (Hoek, 1964; Barton and Quadros, 2014). 62 

Therefore, the orientation of a slope with respect to the plane of isotropy significantly affects its overall 63 

stability, particularly the rupture localization and the associated failure mode. Slope failures related to 64 

bedding planes, schistosity, or joint sets have been described and studied for either natural (e.g., Stead 65 

and Wolters, 2015) or engineered slopes (e.g., Read and Stacey, 2009; Cheng and Lau, 2014). For 66 

natural slopes, such failure characteristics should play a key role in shaping the landscape. 67 

Indeed, topography associated with underlying inclined bedrock of layered or foliated rocks commonly 68 

features landforms described by geomorphologists as dip slopes, escarpments or homoclinal ridges 69 

(e.g., Cotton, 1949). Cruden and Hu (1999) and Cruden (2000), based on a theory that links bedding 70 

orientations to slope angles in sedimentary sequences of the Canadian Rocky Mountains, identified two 71 

major failure modes, sliding and toppling, respectively, and observed that slope angles decrease when 72 

the bedding is oriented parallel to the slope. Chigira (1992) identified different deformation patterns 73 

governed by the preferential orientation of structures relative to the slope morphology from analyses of 74 

slow-moving landslides in Japan. Chigira (2000) built upon these observations to define four distinct 75 

failure modes controlled by the relative orientation of the slope with respect to the bedding (or foliation), 76 

i.e., sliding, toppling, buckling, and a dragging mode for slopes that are principally stable but nonetheless 77 

subjected to a deep-seated deformation process with a rupture zone cross-cutting the bedding planes 78 



at depth. Grelle et al. (2011) also identified in southern Italy certain conditions strongly related to the 79 

bedding orientation with respect to the slope, susceptible to promoting landslides in a bedrock composed 80 

of an interlayering of clayey and stony sediments. Besides, studying landslides triggered by the 1933 81 

Diexi earthquake in China, Cui et al. (2022) found variability in failure mode, frequency, and landslide-82 

affected area as a function of lithology and bedding orientation relative to the slope. All these studies 83 

show that the mode of failure and the susceptibility of a slope to failure is strongly dependent on the 84 

orientation of material anisotropy, i.e., bedding, schistosity, or regular jointing. 85 

 86 

Many rock-mechanical lab-scale tests have been performed on a variety of TI rocks worldwide to assess 87 

their direction-dependent properties (see e.g., Donath, 1961; Hoek, 1964; McLamore and Gray, 1967; 88 

Niandou et al., 1997; Nasseri et al., 2003; Bonnelye et al., 2017). All these tests show that strength 89 

properties and failure modes are highly direction-dependent in such rock materials. For instance, Tien 90 

et al. (2006) used compression tests on an analog rock material to illustrate how the failure mode and 91 

strength change depending on the isotropy plane inclination with respect to the principal stress. 92 

Transferring results from laboratory tests to the slope-scale requires scaling considerations (e.g., 93 

Brideau et al., 2009; Marinos and Carter, 2018) which makes assessing and characterizing the 94 

mechanical failure behavior of anisotropic rock media at the slope scale difficult. Existing studies with 95 

analog models can provide valuable insight into the behavior of slopes made up of regular pervasive 96 

joints: see, for instance, the centrifuge experiments that replicate flexural toppling (Adhikari et al., 1997) 97 

and sliding (Li et al., 2014), or the experiments with rigid blocks by Aydan et al. (1989). However, these 98 

studies remain descriptive, are performed only for a few joint orientations, lack scaling considerations 99 

for larger slope dimensions, and are technically challenging. It is, therefore, a logical step for scientists 100 

to resort to numerical methods to study anisotropic rock slopes, given their capacity to reproduce results 101 

systematically and to conduct comprehensive parametric studies, as well as the possibility they offer to 102 

set up geometries and loading procedures that could not otherwise be realized by analog experiments. 103 

Numerical studies of slope stability considering transverse isotropy are not so common in the literature. 104 

Some studies based on continuum approaches, included anisotropic rock strength in their model 105 

formulation for specific case studies (Agliardi et al., 2012; Roy et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2018) because 106 

it is unavoidable to take into account the direction-dependent strength of layered or foliated rock slopes. 107 

Azami et al. (2012) used the finite element method (FEM) to investigate the stability of a simple step-108 

like geometry considering the full 180° range of angles possible in a slope made up of a TI material in 109 



two dimensional plane strain configuration. They determined the factor of safety for 22 different angular 110 

configurations and found two stability minima and two stability maxima when plotting their results against 111 

the full angle range. However, they did not use their methodology to track the temporal evolution or 112 

mode of failure in their simulations. Discontinuum approaches, thanks to their capability to explicitly 113 

describe discrete structures in materials, have been widely used for slope stability analysis and landslide 114 

research (see, e.g., the review by Stead and Wolter, 2015). These approaches, which apply either the 115 

discrete element method (DEM) (Cundall and Strack, 1979) or a hybrid method that combines the latter 116 

with the FEM (FDEM, Munjiza 2004) can describe large deformation typical of rock slope failures as well 117 

as their progressive failure (Wang et al., 2003; Utili and Crosta, 2011; Scholtès and Donzé 2012; Katz 118 

et al., 2014). They have been successfully used to investigate and reproduce complex failure 119 

mechanisms of historic landslides in anisotropic rock formations (see, e.g., case studies from Benko 120 

and Stead, 1998 and Zou et al., 2017), or to mimic and theoretically study step path failures of mono- 121 

or multi-modal pervasive joint sets inside rock slopes (Scholtès and Donzé, 2015; Zheng et al., 2018; 122 

Zheng et al., 2021; Sun et al., 2022). Nonetheless, despite their intrinsic capabilities and strengths over 123 

continuum methods, discontinuum methods have not yet been used to perform a valuable, 124 

comprehensive study covering the full range of possible rock strength anisotropy to slope face angles 125 

within rock slopes. 126 

Here, we propose such an investigation to gain better insight into how anisotropy quantitatively affects 127 

slope stability and governs deformation characteristics and failure modes, aiming to shed light on how 128 

the TI rock orientation potentially modulates the Earth's surface topography and hazards in mountainous 129 

regions. First, we present our modeling approach and justify its relevance for simulating rock slopes and 130 

TI materials. Then, after comparing our model’s predictions to an analytical limit equilibrium solution that 131 

describes failure in isotropic slopes, we present a comprehensive study of TI rock slope stability that 132 

covers the full range of isotropy plane vs. slope orientation in two dimensions for two different slope 133 

gradients. The stability and failure modes observed over the entire range of orientations are then 134 

discussed, and a comparison is finally made with a satellite data extraction of the Annapurna Massif of 135 

Nepal to compare our findings in a natural setting. 136 

  137 



2.  Methods 138 

 139 

2.1 The DEM model: 140 

To study rock slope stability, we used the discrete element method (DEM) implemented in the open-141 

source software Yade Open DEM (Šmilauer et al., 2021). The rock material was simulated by spherical 142 

discrete elements (DE) bonded to one another through elastic-cohesive-frictional interaction laws 143 

governed by a modified Mohr-Coulomb criterion, as defined in the bonded particle model (BPM) of 144 

Scholtès and Donzé (2013) (see also Figure S1). In the present study, we built upon previous works 145 

dedicated to investigating slope stability using the same BPM (Scholtès and Donzé, 2012, 2015; Bonilla 146 

et al., 2015, 2017). The mechanical properties of the interparticle bonds dictate the overall emergent 147 

behavior of the DE assembly. The bonds can break to give place to purely frictional inter-particle 148 

interactions. Every time a bond breaks, a “crack” is defined at the former bond location. Cracks can be 149 

either of tensile nature (mode I) or of shear nature (mode II), depending on the local stress field. As 150 

classically done in the DEM, the simulations were calculated in iteration steps where the positions of the 151 

particles are updated based on an explicit time integration of Newton’s second law of motion. In addition, 152 

a non-viscous type damping was introduced to dissipate kinetic energy and favor the quasi-static nature 153 

of the simulated behavior. We used a damping coefficient of 0.5 for all the models presented hereafter 154 

(for details of the implementation, please refer to previously cited works and to Šmilauer et al., 2021). 155 

 156 

2.2 Modelling anisotropic rock materials 157 

The BPM implemented in Yade has been recently enhanced to simulate TI rocks thanks to the 158 

introduction of isotropy planes at the scale of particle contacts (Dinç and Scholtès, 2018). Here, we 159 

make use of the same methodology to account for TI in our slope models (Figure 1a). Using the smooth 160 

contact logic proposed by Scholtès and Donzé (2012), preferentially oriented discrete weak bonds are 161 

introduced homogeneously within the particle assembly so that the overall emergent behavior presents 162 

the typical features of transverse isotropic materials, i.e., direction-dependent properties or anisotropic 163 

strength. As shown in Dinç and Scholtes (2018), the amount of these weak bonds and their mechanical 164 

properties have to be chosen carefully to ensure the simulated behavior is representative of the target 165 

rock material. In this study, we chose to simulate slopes made of a metamorphic rock. Following the 166 

procedure proposed by Dinç and Scholtes (2018), we thus calibrated our BPM to mimic the laboratory 167 

scale behavior of a gneissic rock presented in Saroglou et al. (2004). To do so, we performed a series 168 



of uniaxial test simulations (Figure 1b) and adjusted the BPM parameters to match the experimental 169 

behaviors described by Saroglou et al. (2004) with emphasis put on the direction-dependent strength 170 

properties characteristic of such rock type. As shown in Figure 1c, the calibrated BPM can reproduce 171 

the experimental observations: the uniaxial compressive strength evolves as a function of the angle θ 172 

between the principal stress direction and the isotropy plane with a typical asymmetric U-shape, the 173 

maximum strength corresponding to θ = 90° (loading perpendicular to the foliation), and the minimum 174 

strengths corresponding to θ ∈ [30°, 60°] (see the model properties in Table S1). Similarly, the Young 175 

modulus Elab of the simulated material varies with θ, Elab being minimum for θ = 90°, and maximum for 176 

θ = 0° such as Elab
0°/Elab

90° ≈ 1.5, with Elab
0° ≈ 55 GPa. Of course, given our objective to simulate large 177 

rock slopes, we used a specific strategy to upscale these properties for our slope models (see Section 178 

2.3.2). 179 

  180 



 181 

Figure 1: a) Selection (1) and reorientation (2) of ordinary bonds to preferentially oriented weak bonds 182 

in a DEM assembly to produce an emergent transverse isotropic behavior (after Dinç and Scholtès, 183 

2018). γ is the angle used to detect contacts subparallel to the isotropy plane and to change the 184 

corresponding ordinary bonds to weak bonds. b) Uniaxial testing simulation used to calibrate the DEM 185 

model. θ is the angle between the isotropy plane and the major principal stress direction (axis of 186 

compression here). c) Comparison of the model prediction with the experimental observations by 187 

Saroglou et al. (2004): change in the uniaxial compressive strength as a function of θ. 188 

Color in print, 1.5 column width 189 
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2.3 Model set-up 191 

 192 

2.3.1 Geometry, boundary conditions and preconditioning 193 

Our slope failure experiments are performed on slope slices with a height of 1,000 m and a slope angle 194 

β that can be varied (Figure 2a-b). To avoid numerical artifacts caused by regular packings, the slope 195 

models were made up of particles presenting a polydisperse size distribution (with variation up to 1/3 of 196 

the predefined mean particle radius). The packings were generated through the progressive growth of 197 

particles initially randomly placed within a predefined closed volume (i.e., as a cloud of polydisperse 198 

particles). The growth was stopped when the porosity of the packing reached 30%, and the packing was 199 

mechanically stable. The mean particle radius was set to 20 m. The thicknesses of our slope slices are 200 

designed so that approximately 10 particles were present in the out-of-plane direction, a resolution that 201 

proved to give mesh objective results (see Section 3). Lateral boundary conditions were defined by 202 

blocking the translation in the direction normal to the boundary for the outermost particles (those whose 203 

centers are located within a zone of 3 times the mean particle radius from the boundary). At the bottom 204 

of the model, translations and rotations were blocked in all three directions for an equally defined layer 205 

of particles (Figure 2b). 206 

To initialize stresses within our slope models, we adapted the loading procedure proposed by Katz et 207 

al. (2014), as illustrated in Figure S2. First, we applied gravity to a square packing of particles whose 208 

density ρp was adjusted to ensure that the gravity-induced stress within the model corresponds to the 209 

stress found in a slope made up of a material with density ρ = 2500 kg/m3 (i.e., ρp = ρ · V/Vp, with V the 210 

volume of the model and Vp the volume occupied by the particles). This gravity loading was performed 211 

considering 200 m of overburden above the final height of the slope. Then, after cutting of the 212 

overburden by eliminating particles from the simulation, the slope geometry was defined in a similar way 213 

by removing particles located above the final topography (Figure S2). This process was chosen to mimic 214 

the natural genesis of mountains where the subsurface is under the influence of the overlaying rock 215 

mass, and the topography only develops later through erosion, as observed for valleys forming through 216 

fluvial or glacial erosion in mountainous environments. The strength of all the interparticle bonds was 217 

set to a very high value during this preconditioning stage to ensure an elastic response of the model 218 

(i.e., no internal damage was induced up to the end of the preconditioning stage) (step 4 in Figure S2; 219 

Table 1).  220 



2.3.2 Upscaled mechanical behavior 221 

To define the properties of our slope models, we followed a procedure classically used in rock 222 

engineering where lab-scale properties are upscaled based on rock mass classification and associated 223 

empirical scaling indexes. For instance, the elastic properties of the slope models were defined following 224 

the approach by Hoek and Diederichs (2006), who proposed an empirical relation that relates the lab-225 

scale Young’s modulus of the rock material Elab to the rock mass deformation modulus E as a function 226 

of the Geological Strength Index (GSI): 227 

𝐸 =  𝐸𝑙𝑎𝑏 × (0.02 +
1−𝐷 2⁄

1+𝑒((60+15𝐷−𝐺𝑆𝐼) 11⁄ ))  (1) 228 

where D is a disturbance factor related to the excavation method (we considered D = 0 here). The GSI 229 

is a rock mass classification index that relies on the description of rock structures and block surface 230 

condition, which can vary between 0 and 100 depending on the quality of the rock mass (Hoek et al., 231 

2002). Originally built upon a large data set of field measurements, the GSI approach has been used 232 

successfully by geotechnical engineers for decades to upscale the mechanical properties of rock 233 

masses from lab-scale measurements. We used Equation (1) to define the elastic bond properties of 234 

our slope models based on the lab-scale values measured by Saroglou et al. (2004) and a GSI value 235 

ranging between 15 and 30 (see Table 1 for values). This GSI value would correspond to a moderately 236 

to severely damaged rock and could be assumed realistic for natural slopes affected by weathering and 237 

tectonism (Marinos and Hoek, 2000; Marinos and Carter, 2018). 238 

In addition, we also altered the intrinsic strength of our slope models by adjusting the intR parameter of 239 

the BPM which is an explicit representation of the degree of particle interlocking (Scholtès and Donzé, 240 

2013). At the lab scale, intR can be adjusted to simulate the behavior of more or less porous rocks, 241 

which would respectively present typical linear Mohr-Coulomb failure envelopes for intR = 1 or non-242 

linear Hoek and Brown failure envelopes for intR > 1. Considering the scale of our slope models, the 243 

degree of particle interlocking can be seen as an indicator of the fracturing degree of the rock mass, and 244 

we thus made the choice to define intR = 1 in our simulations in order to take into account the role of 245 

defects of all sorts coexisting within the medium (faults, fractures, joints, etc.). Given the method that 246 

we used in our simulations, we don’t have to define upscaled values for the strength parameters (see 247 

the following section).  248 



2.3.3 Strength reduction method 249 

Once the slope model is stabilized under gravity and the slope topography is cut, all bond strengths are 250 

initialized at the predefined values (see Table 1) and the actual simulation starts (Figure S2, step 4). 251 

The intrinsic model time is set to zero at this exact moment. The simulation consists of a strength 252 

reduction (SR) method that involves the progressive decrease of the interparticle bond strength, as 253 

proposed by Bonilla-Sierra et al. (2015). The tensile strength Tp and the cohesion Cp of the bonds 254 

(ordinary bonds only, since the weak bonds do not have any strength, as shown in Table 1) are reduced 255 

simultaneously to promote failure of the slope. The SR method enables to reach failure without having 256 

to predefine an upscaled strength for the rock material. Also, it provides critical strength reduction values 257 

at failure, which are case-dependent and thus enables assessing the proneness of different slope 258 

models to fail by comparing the amount of strength reduction needed to reach failure. 259 

Practically, Tp and Cp decreased stepwise by 10% up to failure, the strength reduction factor (redFac) 260 

defining the cumulative reduction applied (see Figure S1 and Table 1). In this study, we combined 261 

different criteria to check if the slope models were stable and if further SR was needed (see Figure 2c-262 

d). Practically, SR is applied if the three following conditions are met: 263 

• the overall kinetic energy (Ek) remains below a threshold, 264 

• a moving average of Ek, namely Ēk, remains below a threshold 265 

• no cracks were generated since the previous checkpoint. 266 

The redFac plotted over the iterations of a simulation allows us to determine the critical inter-particle 267 

strength needed for stability for each simulation (Figure 2c). For more information on the SR method, 268 

please refer to the Supplement (S1). 269 

  270 



Table 1: Inter-particle bond properties of the slope models before SR is applied 271 

 272 

Parameter 
ordinary 
bonds 

anisotropy 
bonds 

Interaction radius intR [-] 1.0 - 

Elastic modulus Y [GPa] 10 1 

Stiffness ratio P [-]  0.1 0.1 

Tensile strength Tp [MPa]  100 0 

Cohesion Cp [MPa] 100 0 

Friction angle φp [°] 10 0 

Dilation angle ψ [°] - 0 

Angle range γlimit [°] - 55 

   

   
 273 

  274 



 275 

Figure 2: a) 3D view of a slope model at failure; b) boundary conditions; recordings from a simulation 276 

(anisotropy angle α = 70° and slope angle β = 60°) that has been brought to failure by strength reduction 277 

(SR): c) reduction factor (redFac) and kinetic energy indices (absolute value Ek and moving average Ēk), 278 

and d) crack frequency plotted over iterations. 279 

Color in print, 1.5 column width  280 



3. Relevance of the discrete element approach for investigating slope stability 281 

 282 

Assessing the capability of numerical models to simulate slope failure in anisotropic materials is not 283 

straightforward. A recent study (Stockton et al., 2019) explores, using a semi-analytical procedure, the 284 

stability of slopes in the presence of frictional or cohesive anisotropy. However, the proposed definition 285 

of anisotropic cohesion as a sin2() function of the angle between the isotropy plane and the principal 286 

stress direction is not consistent with our emergent TI behavior nor with uniaxial laboratory results for 287 

gneisses (Figure 1), so a direct comparison was not possible. We, therefore, preferred to assess the 288 

relevance of our numerical models by comparing their predictions with an analytical solution derived 289 

from stability analysis in the case of an isotropic material. We performed such a comparison considering 290 

the same geometry, loading procedure, SR method, and inter-particle bond properties as the ones 291 

presented in Table 1, except that no weak bonds were introduced into the model (see Section 2.2 and 292 

Figures 2 and S2). We compared our model results to the analytical solution derived by Leshchinsky et 293 

al. (1985) based on the limit equilibrium theory and a variational calculation scheme. The solution 294 

consists of a log-spiral failure geometry associated with a factor of safety (FoS) obtained for a slope 295 

step with a certain slope angle (β), made of a homogeneous Mohr-Coulomb (MC) type material with 296 

given cohesion (C) and friction angle (φ). It is thus possible to determine the critical MC strength 297 

properties (C, φ) of a slope and its rupture surface by considering FoS = 1. 298 

The comparison exercise was also an opportunity to test the objectivity of the numerical model when 299 

varying some of its parameters, such as the number and size of its constitutive elements, their spatial 300 

arrangement, or the criteria used for the SR method. To this end, we carried out a total of 48 slope 301 

simulations on eight different packings built up with two different mean particle radii (R = 20 m and R = 302 

15 m) and cut at two different slope angles β (40° and 60°). This parametric study showed that the 303 

results obtained are generally insensitive to the choice of particle radius or spatial arrangement, 304 

indicating that they are overall robust (see Supplement S2 for further details).  305 

Table 2 summarizes the critical interparticle bond strength values (Cp and Tp) and the corresponding 306 

emergent MC parameters at failure (Ce and φe) obtained for the 48 slope simulations (see in Supplement 307 

S2 and S3 how these properties were obtained based on results of dedicated bi-axial tests, Figure S3). 308 

They are compared to the MC parameters predicted by the 2D solution of Leshchinsky et al. (1985). For 309 

both slope angles tested here, φe ranges around 32°. For such a value of the friction angle φ, the 310 

analytical 2D solution predicts critical cohesion values C that are slightly different from the Ce of the 311 



numerical material. Agreement on the cohesion values can be reached, however, by considering a 312 

slightly lower (around -2° offset) or higher (around 3° offset) friction angles for the 40° and 60° slopes, 313 

respectively. These minor deviations are nonetheless acceptable, taking into account the dispersion of 314 

the original Tp and Cp values (see Table S2) and the procedure used to obtain the emergent MC 315 

parameters (fitting a Mohr-Coulomb criterion to discrete values). Regarding the geometry of the failure 316 

plane, the numerical and analytical rupture surfaces are in close agreement for the β = 60° slope 317 

simulations (Figure 3). For β = 40°, the analytical solution shows a slightly more pronounced curvature 318 

than the numerical solution (Figure S5). Overall, our numerical results compare relatively well with the 319 

analytical solution for both the MC strength parameters at failure and the geometry of the failure surface. 320 

We did not increment the slope height in our simulations because, according to limit-equilibrium 321 

description of slope stability problems (e.g., Leshchinsky et al., 1985), changing the slope height (e.g. 322 

to 100 m or 500 m) does not significantly change the geometry of the failure plane, but only changes 323 

the strength at failure by a proportionally inverse amount. For instance, for a slope height H = 100 m, 324 

we would simply get much higher Cp and Tp values at failure (see Figure 4) than for H = 1000 m with a 325 

similar rupture plane geometry, as predicted by the non-dimensional parameter N = C/ρgH (Leshchinsky 326 

et al., 1985), with material density ρ and gravitational acceleration g.  327 



Table 2: Comparison of DEM results and analytical solution after Leshchinsky et al. (1985). The DEM 328 

interparticle properties at failure correspond to means calculated over 4 different slope models run with 329 

different packings (see Table S2 in Supplement). The emergent MC parameters were obtained from 330 

back analyses of biaxial test simulations (see Table S2 in Supplement). The MC parameters at failure 331 

were obtained based on the 2D analytic solution (Leshchinsky et al., 1985) (values of interest in bold).  332 

 333 

 Topographic slope β = 40° Topographic slope β = 60° 

 

DEM 

Interparticle strengths at failure 

φp [°] Cp & Tp [MPa] φp [°] Cp & Tp [MPa] 

10 0.42 ± 0.13 10 2.86 ± 0.16 

 Emergent Mohr-Coulomb parameters  

 φe [°] Ce [MPa] φe [°] Ce [MPa] 

 32 0.33 ± 0.03 32 1.14 ± 0.07 

 

analytical 
solution 

Mohr-Coulomb parameters at failure 

φ [°] C [MPa] φ [°] C [MPa] 

30 0.37 30 1.47 

31 0.31 31 1.40 

 32 0.26 32 1.32 

 33 0.21 33 1.25 

 34 0.17 34 1.18 

 35 0.13 35 1.11 
 334 

  335 



 336 

Figure 3: The β = 60° slope results obtained for 2 resolutions (mean particle radius R = 20 m and R = 337 

15 m respectively) compared to Leshchinsky et al. (1985)’s 2D analytical slope stability solution for φ = 338 

32° (red curve). 339 

Color in print, one column width  340 



4.  Results 341 

 342 

SR simulations were conducted on two different particle arrangements, referred to in the following as 343 

packings P1 and P2, each with an identical mean particle radius of 20 m and the same overall 344 

geometrical properties but created from two different initial clouds of particles (see Section 2.3). We 345 

explored slope stability in two dimensions considering the full range of possible orientations of the 346 

isotropy plane relative to the horizontal (dip both towards and away from the slope, hereafter designated 347 

as the anisotropy angle α ∈ [0°, 180°], Figure 4) by running simulations every 10° increments considering 348 

two different slope angles (β = 40° and 60°) for each packing. 349 

 350 

 351 

4.1 Slope stability over the 180° range 352 

Overall, the Tp and Cp values at failure show similar trends for both the β = 40° and 60° slopes, as well 353 

as strong variations depending on the angle α (Figure 4). As expected, 40° slopes fail for considerably 354 

lower inter-particle strengths, whatever the configuration (40° slopes are intrinsically more stable than 355 

60° slopes). Slope models with an isotropy plane that rises less than the slopes themselves (α ∈ [130°, 356 

170°]), classified as cataclinal overdip slopes by Cruden and Hu (1996), fail with the highest Tp and Cp 357 

values, meaning that they correspond to the least stable slopes. The stability minimum Smin1 358 

corresponds to α ≈ 160°. Slope models with isotropy planes dipping sub-vertically towards the slope (α 359 

∈ [60°, 90°]), defined as anaclinal slopes with steepened escarpment by Cruden and Hu (1996), fail for 360 

lower Tp and Cp values than Smin1 and show another stability minimum, Smin2, at α = 80°. Slopes with 361 

isotropy planes dipping at low angles into the slope (α ∈ [10°, 50°]), classified as anaclinal slopes with 362 

subdued escarpment by Cruden and Hu (1996), fail for the lowest recorded inter-particle strengths, 363 

which means they correspond to the most stable slopes (for β = 40°, interparticle strength values drop 364 

down to zero for some cases). For β = 60°, the stability maximum Smax1 is at α = 20°. Another stability 365 

maximum Smax2 can be identified around α = 100°, a configuration that corresponds to cataclinal 366 

underdip slopes according to Cruden and Hu (1996). 367 

By looking at the stability minima and maxima over the entire range of possible anisotropy angles, we 368 

observe an apparent symmetry over the α = 90° plane for both slope angles, with both minima and 369 

maxima lying 80° apart from each other. 370 
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 372 

Figure 4: Stability curves over the full range of possible orientation (α) of the isotropy plane with respect 373 

to the horizontal: interparticle strength at failure (Tp and Cp) obtained from DEM simulations performed 374 

on slopes with distinct angles (β = 40° and 60°). P1 and P2 are two different particle packings. Stability 375 

minima and maxima are indicated (Smin and Smax).  376 
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4.2 Stability extrema: overall kinetics 378 

Our simulation results can be further explored by comparing failure index parameters evolving (like in 379 

Figure 2, Section 2.3). Here, we only investigate the β = 60° slope angle simulations (packing P1) 380 

corresponding to the four stability extrema. In Figure 5, we plot out their respective critical strength 381 

values, Tp and Cp, their overall kinetic energy Ek, and their accumulated total number of cracks over the 382 

simulation time. Only cracks occurring near the slope surface are accounted for in the analysis (see 383 

Figure S6). The plots reveal significant disparities in failure evolution for the four cases (the respective 384 

start and end of the failure stage are marked with vertical red lines in Figure 5a-d).  385 

First, the more stable configurations (α = 20° and 100°) need more time/iterations to fail since they need 386 

more SR. For α = 100°, a minor instability is responsible for a small pre-failure plateau in the SR-curve 387 

(Figure 6c). Ek does not rise high during this stage compared with the failure stage observed afterward, 388 

and we thus considered that this pre-failure stage was irrelevant when assessing the critical state 389 

parameters. This pre-failure stage resulted from the detachment of a few individual particles along the 390 

slope face that had to settle at the base of the slope before the SR could resume. For α = 20°, Ek shows 391 

several peaks of low and similar magnitude, which were separated by periods of additional SR (see 392 

Figure 6d). The principal slope failure was assigned over all three SR plateaus as a multi-step failure (in 393 

Figure 4, Tp and Cp at failure were plotted for the lowest plateau in simulations where multi-stage failure 394 

occurred). The other three configurations display pronounced individual peaks of Ek that differ in shape 395 

and magnitude (Figure 5a-c). The α = 160° configuration shows the highest rise in magnitude, but the 396 

peak has a short tail. The failure duration correlates directly with the length of the Ek-peak’s tail. The α 397 

= 100° and α = 80° configurations need more time to stabilize after failure initiates compared to the α = 398 

160° configuration. The latter configuration exhibits the smallest amount of cracks accumulated before 399 

and at the end of failure among all simulations. The α = 20° case already has a very high number of 400 

total cracks before its first failure and a low gradient of the cracks-curve during the failure plateaus (see 401 

Figure 5d). This can be explained similarly to the α = 100° pre-failure plateau by the detachment and 402 

subsequent fall-down of isolated particles. In contrast, the other simulations reveal much more 403 

intensified cracking during failure (Figure 5: steeper gradient of cracks-curve reflects intensified cracking 404 

within the slope). 405 

The slope failure evolution is additionally tracked by making use of marker particle recordings shown in 406 

Figure 5e-h and Figure S7. They indicate fundamental differences in the way deformation takes place 407 

within the slope. For α = 160° they show a coherent translation of the elements along the slope surface 408 



far into the failure process (Figure 5e and Figure S7a). In contrast to the lower marker particles, the 409 

upper two marker particles have already subsided by several meters before the main failure sets in 410 

(Figure 5e). The marker particles of the α = 100° case (Figure 5f and Figure S7b) reveal that the mid-411 

slope section (marker particles no. 2 and 3) drops down earlier than the lower part of the slope (marker 412 

particle no. 4). The lower two marker particles of the α = 80° case start to move a bit later but more 413 

suddenly and then faster than the upper two (Figure 5g and Figure S7c). For all simulations shown in 414 

Figure 5e-g, marker particle no. 4 (red line), which is located at the base of the slope, does not fall down 415 

consistently like the other marker particles located further upslope. For simulations with sub-vertically 416 

dipping isotropy planes (α = 80° and α = 100°), the drop of marker particle no. 4 slows down significantly. 417 

Overall, the marker particles of α = 80° and α = 100° (Figure 5e-f) move less uniformly than the ones of 418 

the α = 160° case (Figure 5g; see also Figure S7).  419 
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 421 

Figure 5: Failure characteristics of the four stability extrema observed for the β = 60° slope (packing P1). 422 

a - d: interparticle Tp and Cp reduced by SR method, absolute kinetic energy Ek, and cumulative number 423 

of cracks. Start and end of the main failure stage are indicated with red vertical lines. e - g: time records 424 

of the marker particles vertical position relative to their initial position; the vertical grey line indicates the 425 

start of failure; h: initial locations of marker particles on the slope. 426 
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4.3 Stability extrema: failure behavior 428 

The deformation processes of the four anisotropy angles that yield extreme Tp and Cp values at failure 429 

for β = 60° are illustrated in Figure 6. The deviatoric strain maps (Supplement S3; Catalano et al., 2014) 430 

are plotted for 2 states within the failure stage to examine the onset of failure and its progression 431 

throughout the slope. As an additional indicator of the deformation, the cracks (broken bonds) that have 432 

accumulated up until the respective deformation stages are also shown. In addition, we present so-433 

called layer cake visualizations in which the particles are alternately colored according to the orientation 434 

of the isotropy plane to better illustrate the different failure behaviors at more advanced points of the 435 

simulation. Finally, we extracted videos using the layer cake visualizations of Figure 6 from the beginning 436 

to the end of the failure stage for some configurations (Failure videos in Supplement) and also displayed 437 

the final stage of the failure process, representing the displacement and the damage index of each 438 

particle (Figure S8). 439 

The failure of the stability minimum Smin1 (α = 160°) initiates in the lower half of the slope and progresses 440 

further up along a rupture zone that eventually reaches the top of the slope (Figure 6a-b). Cracks appear 441 

mostly in the zone of high deviatoric strain that predefines the post-failure rupture surface (thin white 442 

line). A quasi-translational failure is observed with a well-defined primary block that slides along the 443 

failure surface and a secondary block slightly tilted on the upper end of the mobilized volume (Figure 444 

6c). Cracks (i.e., damage) are mainly localized along the failure surface, corroborating the formation of 445 

a blocky structure that slides down the slope. The sliding mass retains most of its original shape, 446 

including a large undeformed chunk in its upper part (Figure S8, a and e), and collapses with only a 447 

minimal rotation during failure. The dip of the rupture surface is slightly steeper than the dip of the 448 

isotropy plane; thus, the rupture cuts across the isotropy plane. 449 

The mode of failure observed for α ∈ [130°, 170°] is sliding. The Failure videos show that the internal 450 

deformation at the early stages of failure is much higher for α = 130° and gets lower with the shallower 451 

dipping angle at α = 160° where big parts of the sliding mass remain coherent, and deformation localizes 452 

mostly on the rupture surfaces. For α ∈ [150°, 170°], failures involve high mobilized volumes and the 453 

lowest amount of cracks among all the cases (Figure S9). 454 

Figure 6 reveals that failures observed for α = 80° and α = 100° develop clearly differently than for the 455 

sliding case (α = 160°): both of these simulations with subvertical isotropy planes show similarities as 456 

shown in the strain deviator maps. However, deviatoric strains and cracks observed for α = 80° tend to 457 

initiate only at the base of the slope, while for α = 100° they appear on almost the entire slope from the 458 



beginning (Figure 6c+e). For both cases, deformation is moving retrogressively towards the top and into 459 

the slope, soon affecting the entire slope and eventually defining the final rupture surfaces (Figure 6d+f). 460 

Many more cracks in the deeper subsurface formed for α = 80° and α = 100° compared to α = 160° 461 

since the SR at failure is more advanced (see Figure 4). The layer cake visualization for α = 80° shows 462 

a clear bending or toppling of the material in the vicinity of the slope face (Figure 6k), whereas the slope 463 

material appears to buckle with more particles detaching from the slope surface for α = 100° (Figure 6j). 464 

For both configurations, the entirety of the slope is strongly affected by deformation, as corroborated by 465 

the high density of cracks within the slope. The fact that almost the entirety of the failed material is 466 

severely damaged after the main failure in these cases (Figure S8f+g) indicates that failure occurs more 467 

diffusely compared to the blocky movement observed for α = 160° (sliding). However, the toe of the 468 

collapsed mass is located at a similar distance for the three configurations (Figure S8, a-c and e-g), 469 

likely controlled by the residual friction angle of the loose elements (see also Katz et al., 2014). 470 

All simulations with α ∈ [60°, 80°] fail in toppling or bending mode. At the onset of failure, a large portion 471 

of the slope tilts and rotates towards the toe of the slope before the material subsequently disintegrates. 472 

The failure mode obtained for α = 90° is not that clear, and it can be considered transitional between the 473 

toppling and buckling failure modes. Despite a slight buckling movement that can be spotted in the lower 474 

half of the failing slope, the rotational movement ultimately prevails, and we classified this failure as 475 

toppling (see Failure video α = 90° in Supplement). Buckling is the mode of failure observed for all 476 

simulations with α ∈ [100°, 120°]. For all these cases, the material is bulging towards the surface in the 477 

lower half of the slope, followed by a rotational movement and severe break-up (hereafter referred to as 478 

buckling). 479 

The shallow dipping, most stable configuration with α = 20° indicates a high amount of cracks even 480 

before the SR stops for the first time (see Figure 6g and compare with Figure 5d). The failure stage 481 

initiates with some superficial deformation detected in the upper part of the slope that likely corresponds 482 

to a few particles detaching. At a later point, the deviatoric strain is high along most parts of the slope 483 

surface, but, as shown in Figure 6h, failure does not propagate further within the slope. The deviatoric 484 

strain at the surface of the slope (Figure 6h) results from the detachment of a thin layer of particles which 485 

fall down the slope face, as illustrated in the layer cake visualization (Figure 6l), and tend to accumulate 486 

at its toe (see also Figure S8d+h). Interestingly, although no clear overall failure could be observed, 487 

extensive damage developed and spread over the entire slope, as evidenced by the high density of 488 

cracks within the medium. This extensive and deeply distributed damage was much more pronounced 489 



than in the other three extreme configurations, and the slope remains stable overall. Marker particles of 490 

the α = 20° case do not indicate relevant movements and were not presented. 491 

The subdued anaclinal slopes with α ∈ [0°, 50°] fail in a mode that is best designated as “crumbling” 492 

(see Figure 6l and Failure video for α = 20° in Supplement). The transition from crumbling to toppling 493 

mode is unambiguous (compare Failure videos α = 50° and 60° in Supplement). This failure type 494 

observed in the most stable slope configurations is characterized by the detachment of individual 495 

particles on the slope face and, in the case of α = 50° and α ∈ [0°, 10°], by an advancing front of material 496 

disintegration from the slope face into the slope. Neither large-scale deformation before complete 497 

disintegration nor deformation acting deeper within the slope are visible for all the subdued anaclinal 498 

slopes. In Figure S9, we observe that some of the crumbling failures produced for α = 20°, 30° and 40° 499 

involve very low mobilized volumes: basically, only the surface layer of particles crumbles down the 500 

slope. However, of all the simulations, the crumbling failures show the highest number of cracks in the 501 

vicinity of the slope face (Figure S9).  502 



503 

Figure 6: a - h: strain deviator maps (Supplement S3) with cracks at two early recording steps for the 504 

four stability extrema cases (β = 60°, packing P1). Black lines show original slope surface, white lines 505 

show rupture surfaces (Supplement S3). c - l: layer cake visualizations where layers are oriented 506 

according to the isotropy plane, final rupture surfaces here in red. 507 
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5. Discussion 509 

 510 

Our modeling results correlate relatively well with findings from former studies that have investigated a 511 

partial (Sun et al., 2022) or the full (Aydan et al., 1989; Azami et al., 2012) range of possible strength 512 

anisotropy orientations relative to the slope. In comparison to these studies also covering the full range 513 

of possible anisotropy angles, our DEM approach enables us to record the failure initiation and 514 

progression for the first time in great detail. We confirm the previous results of Azami et al. (2012) 515 

concerning stability variations according to the relative orientation of anisotropy, and go further by 516 

describing four distinct failure modes with respect to deformation characteristics, estimates of mobilized 517 

volumes and damage potential (number of cracks), as well as analyses of the kinetics of failure in both 518 

space and time (please refer to Figures 4, 5, 6, S7, S8, S9). Overall, the configurations affected by 519 

sliding and toppling are the less stable ones, and the stability of each particular configuration is related 520 

to its failure mode (Aydan et al., 1989; Sun et al., 2022). 521 

 522 

5.1 Modes of failure 523 

The stability extrema generated by our numerical approach correspond to four different modes of failure 524 

that can be differentiated by initiation, localization, type, and progression of deformation within the slope 525 

(Figures 5, 6, and S9): sliding (α = 160°), toppling (α = 80°), buckling (α = 100°) and a type of crumbling 526 

failure (α = 20°). Exploring the TI orientation for the entire 180° α-range (see also Failure videos in 527 

Supplement), it further appears that the failure mode can always be described by one of these four end-528 

members (Figure 7). These anisotropy-induced failure modes are different from the circular failure mode 529 

observed in isotropic slopes (Figure S10 and compared with Figure 3). 530 

The sliding and toppling modes observed for the least stable configurations are very well known and 531 

described in natural and engineered slopes with cataclinal overdip configuration or anaclinal slopes with 532 

steeply dipping layering, foliation or, joint sets (steepened escarpment), respectively (Hungr et al., 2014; 533 

Stead and Wolter, 2015). Buckling failure has been described in previous works for cataclinal slopes 534 

(e.g., Yang et al. 2020) but appears less frequently observed than the other two failure modes. Cruden 535 

(2000) also observed these three distinct failure processes (sliding, toppling, and buckling) on slopes in 536 

sedimentary rock masses in the Canadian Rockies, with buckling associated only with cataclinal dip 537 

slopes. 538 



The crumbling mode, observed in our modeling for the highly stable shallow-dipping anaclinal 539 

configurations (subdued escarpment), has not been described as such in previous studies. However, 540 

Chigira (1992) described four modes of failure for slow-moving rock structures made up of different rock-541 

types in Japan that are largely controlled by their host rock bedding or foliation angle. Besides the three 542 

modes of sliding, buckling, and toppling that match very well with our findings, he observed that anaclinal 543 

slopes with shallow-dipping TI angles are either stable or fail in a “dragging” mode. This dragging mode 544 

of failure is a localized, deep-seated, ductile, and slow-moving deformation that cross-cuts the bedding 545 

or foliation at a wide angle. According to Cruden (2000), when the bedding plane angle is favorable for 546 

neither sliding nor toppling, which corresponds roughly to α ∈ [0°, 50°] (for β = 60°), failures tend to 547 

follow or be guided by structural joints or fractures oriented orthogonally to the bedding plane. This 548 

switch to a secondary preferential structural plane of failure cannot be reproduced by our current model 549 

set-up, where only one isotropy plane exists, and localized deep-seated failures with a discrete fracture 550 

plane or rupture zone that cross-cuts the isotropy plane at a wider angle do not form. Instead, the 551 

corresponding slope models remain stable, implying the possibility for such configurations to present 552 

very high slope angles. In certain mountainous regions, such as the Canadian Rockies (Cruden, 2003), 553 

the angle of slope can indeed reach 65° in low cohesion rock masses for gently dipping bedding and 554 

anaclinal slope configurations, i.e., slope values well above the values of 35-40° usually observed in 555 

mountain ranges (e.g., Schmidt and Montgomery, 1995). In addition, at the bottom of such steep cliffs, 556 

it is quite common to observe talus deposition, produced by the accumulation of numerous rock falls, 557 

similar to the accumulation of detached particles observed in our modeling for the crumbling mode.  558 
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 560 

Figure 7: Failure modes observed for the β = 60° slope models depending on the orientation (α) of the 561 

isotropy plane with respect to the horizontal. See Figure 6 for layer cake visualizations of extreme 562 

stability configurations (Smin1, Smin2, Smax1, Smax2) and the associated Failure videos in Supplement. 563 
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5.2 Mechanical interpretation 565 

The DEM set up enables us to extract the magnitudes and orientations of stresses acting on the particles 566 

that make up the slope (see Catalano et al. (2014) for details of the calculations). The magnitude of the 567 

differential stress (σ1 - σ3) and the orientation of the principal stress (σ1) for all particles in the vicinity of 568 

the slope face are plotted together for both the stability extrema and the isotropic case in Figure 8 just 569 

before their respective main failure initiates. They can be directly related to the dimensionless failure 570 

potential Φ, a measure of the potential for shear failure to occur adapted from Moon et al. (2017) and 571 

defined (Iverson and Reid, 1992): 572 

𝛷 =  |
(σ1−σ3)

(σ1+σ3)
| . (2) 573 

Looking at the stresses within the isotropic slope model (Figure 8), it is evident that failure occurs in the 574 

region where Φ > 1. This is much less evident for the anisotropic slopes because of the varying relation 575 

between stress orientation vs. isotropy plane orientation, and the direction-dependent shear strength 576 

(Fu and Dafalias, 2011).  577 

In the overdip configuration failing in the sliding mode of Smin1 (α = 160°), the isotropy plane is oriented 578 

favorably for the development of a shear zone oriented subparallel to it, as evidenced by the distribution 579 

of Φ within the slope (Figure 8). Moreover, the principal stress tends to be slightly tilted toward the 580 

direction of the isotropy plane, thus favoring stress concentration along this direction. 581 

When the isotropy plane dips deeper than the slope face, the material cannot fail anymore through 582 

sliding along the isotropy plane, and slope stability increases substantially (Figures 4 and 7). For α = 583 

100° (Smax2), Φ < 1 in most parts of the slope except along the slope face, and the principal stress is 584 

subparallel to the isotropy plane. This stress distribution favors transverse buckling, which initiates at 585 

the base of the slope, where the compressive stress is higher, and progresses upward as a result of the 586 

progressive material excavation (Figure 6). 587 

For toppling failures occurring in anaclinal slopes with steepened escarpments (α ∈ [60°, 90°]), our 588 

results tend to verify the criterion proposed by Goodman and Bray (1976), assuming an emergent friction 589 

angle of φ ≤ ~30°, which seems realistic in consideration of our analysis of the emergent mechanical 590 

properties of the DEM models (Section 2.3.2, Figure 7). In these configurations, toppling initiates as a 591 

result of shearing/sliding along the isotropy planes at the bottom half of the slope, as illustrated in Figure 592 

8c for α = 80° (Smin2). There, contrasting Φ-values seem to be localized preferentially along the isotropy 593 



planes. As for the sliding mode, the mobilized volume is bigger than for the isotropic case and 594 

corresponds to the area where Φ > 1. 595 

Unlike the sliding, buckling, and toppling failure modes, the crumbling failure mode corresponds to cases 596 

that are mostly more stable than the isotropic case (Figure 7). Why are the anaclinal subdued slopes so 597 

stable despite reducing the inter-particle strength substantially up to zero? According to Goodman and 598 

Bray's (1976) criterion, shearing/sliding cannot develop along the isotropy plane, and toppling cannot 599 

occur. Additionally, either circular or translational sliding failures would need shear zones to cross-cut 600 

the isotropy plane at a wide angle. Interestingly, the major principal stress (σ1) of Smax1 (α = 20°) does 601 

deviate more from the vertical than in the other extreme configurations, with σ1 oriented almost 602 

orthogonally to the isotropy plane (Figure 8d), a configuration that would correspond to the highest 603 

strength configuration for TI materials (Figure 1). The slope finds itself in a "locking state” that promotes 604 

some sort of hardening of the material against failure (Figure 8d). One can notice that bands of higher 605 

Φ values are localized along the isotropy plane: given the orientation of these bands with respect to the 606 

slope geometry and, given the boundary condition on the right side of the model, the overall slope failure 607 

toward the left is impeded and only superficial material disintegration occurs along the slope face (i.e., 608 

crumbling). Even if we might question the role of bond reorientation (intrinsically linked to the introduction 609 

of anisotropy into our model, Figure 1a) in this hardening phenomenon, we note that this increase in 610 

shear resistance for certain isotropy plane orientations relative to the principal stress direction is known 611 

both from numerical and analog shear tests (Fu and Dafalias, 2011; Tong et al. 2014).  612 
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 614 

Figure 8: Stress distributions within the most representative slope models before failure: density plots 615 

show differential stress (σ1-σ3) plotted against principal stress orientation (σ1) and slope visualizations 616 

show the dimensionless failure potential Φ. a-d: stability extrema with strength anisotropy, e: isotropic 617 

simulation, f: only particles in red box are used for the density plots. 618 
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5.3 Comparison with natural settings 620 

 621 

5.3.1. How representative is our DEM approach? 622 

To remain practical, a model designed to represent real-world phenomena must adopt simplifications to 623 

reduce the complexity of a natural environment. Natural slopes do generally comprise a lot of 624 

heterogeneities in the form of different lithological layers and discrete structures like joints, faults, and 625 

folds. Additionally, rock texture and strength may vary towards the surface and along discontinuities due 626 

to progressive fatigue and weathering processes (e.g., Brantut et al., 2013; Viles, 2013), and natural 627 

slopes often present complex topography that evolves gradually over time. All these ingredients that 628 

make every natural slope unique have a great impact on their mechanical behavior and, subsequently, 629 

on their failure process and mode. Our slope models do not account for geometrical and mechanical 630 

complexity. They are based on a simple step like geometry to be as general as possible and consider a 631 

diffuse material anisotropy rather than discrete structures in order to ease the consideration of scale 632 

effect and to avoid the explicit influence of only a few critical structures on the overall behavior. Despite 633 

their simplicity, our numerical simulations are capable to reproduce fairly accurate failure modes 634 

observed in natural settings that are controlled by rock strength anisotropy as shown, for instance, in 635 

studies focusing on landslides in Japan (Chigira 1992, 2000) or in the Canadian Rocky Mountains 636 

(Cruden and Hu 1996,1999; Cruden 2000, 2003). Strikingly, in their analysis of landslides triggered by 637 

the 1933 Diexi earthquake in China, Cui et al. (2022) found no rock topples but mostly rock slides on 638 

cataclinal slopes, and no rock slides but mostly rock topples on anaclinal slopes, which coincides well 639 

with our modeling results. 640 

Furthermore, the presence of groundwater is known to be one of the most influential driving and 641 

triggering factors of slope failure due to the effect of pore pressure on the effective stress (Jaeger et al., 642 

2007; Glastonbury and Fell, 2010; LaCroix et al., 2020). We do not account for groundwater in our 643 

modeling, and thus only consider total stress analysis under dry conditions, although it is well known 644 

that slope deformations are often related to short-term variations of pore pressures (Agliardi et al., 2020). 645 

The scaling we applied to derive realistic slope-scale mechanical properties based on the GSI approach 646 

was not initially designed for anisotropic rock masses (Marinos and Carter, 2018) and we are also aware 647 

that estimating GSI-values for large natural slopes is a complex undertaking (Brideau et al., 2009).  648 

Another important aspect that distinguishes our simulations from natural slopes is the strength reduction 649 

method we applied. In our simulations, slopes are brought to failure by a homogeneous incremental 650 



decrease of strength up to a point where a small disturbance expands to a larger failure. Topography is 651 

already cut when SR sets in which does not correspond to the gradual evolution of slopes in natural 652 

settings. In nature, strength degradation does happen over time due to progressive weathering of 653 

bedrock, deepening of the front of alteration (e.g., Anderson et al., 2019), or stress fatigue induced by 654 

repeated seismic shaking (Gischig et al., 2016) or/and pore pressure increase (Petley et al., 2005; 655 

Agliardi et al., 2020). However, strength reduction within slopes is certainly not homogeneously 656 

distributed -either in space or in time as it is prescribed in our models. For this reason, it is difficult to 657 

transfer the temporal evolution of our simulated slope failures to natural slopes. Nevertheless, we 658 

observe some relative differences for failure duration between different configurations over the full range 659 

of possible isotropy plane orientations (α-angle) which might be of interest for field studies (see Figure 660 

S9c). 661 

In our model results, the failure duration is minimal for the sliding mode, and double for the steeply 662 

dipping isotropy planes affected by buckling or toppling modes of deformation. It is difficult to assess the 663 

duration of failure of natural landslides. However, it may be asked whether anisotropic configurations 664 

and failure duration have an influence on the kinetic energy of the rock mass and on the mobility of the 665 

landslides. Similarly, could the differences observed between failure modes in the manner and speed at 666 

which failure propagates from bottom to top indicate differences in the type of instability? A reduced 667 

catalogue of DSGSDs in the Italian Alps (Ambrosi and Crosta, 2006) seems to indicate that these deep, 668 

progressive deformations develop more when the foliation of the rocks is relatively steep, i.e., when 669 

buckling or toppling are favored. At this stage, more exhaustive studies would be necessary, but the 670 

results of our study suggest a potential influence of the relative orientation of anisotropy on the overall 671 

dynamics of gravitational instabilities. 672 

In concomitance with time scaling considerations, the transposition of our results to natural cases may 673 

require the addition of debris erosion in our modeling procedure. Indeed, as the collapse progresses, 674 

erosion of the debris base, particularly by a river, will modify the geometry of the debris apron and could 675 

promote the mobility of the collapsing slope. Future models dedicated to monitoring the temporal 676 

evolution of slope failure should consider erosion processes.  677 



5.3.2 Rock anisotropy and hillslope angle at erosional steady state 678 

In mountainous environments, as for any natural setting, strength reduction within slopes due to 679 

progressive weathering and fatigue of rock mass lead to a decrease of the resisting forces and therefore 680 

to hillslope instability. However, landslide triggering also is first of all driven by an increase of the tractive 681 

forces, i.e., the progressive increase of slope angle and relief. As tectonic processes uplift the land 682 

mass, rivers respond by incising their channel, thus lowering the local base level of the hillslopes: this 683 

leads to slope steepening and hillslope height increase until mechanical instability is reached. As 684 

denudation exhumes bedrock over time, the slope angles are therefore presumed to episodically adjust 685 

through landsliding, with an average angle that depends on the local bedrock strength (Townsend et al., 686 

2020; Lavé et al., 2023). In the case of bedrock presenting TI characteristics (most sedimentary and 687 

metamorphic rocks), we expect the stability of slopes and average slope angles to vary significantly with 688 

slope orientations or slope aspects, as simulated by our study. In particular, anaclinal slopes should fail 689 

at higher slope angles than cataclinal slopes, as shown, for example, in Figure 4 for Tp = Cp = 5 MPa: 690 

for these fixed inter-particle bond properties, 60° sloping scarps developed in an anaclinal configuration 691 

are still stable, whereas the 40° sloping scarps developed in the overdip cataclinal setting have already 692 

failed. This expected result was indeed observed in the Rocky Mountains (Cruden, 2000). Although 693 

various earlier studies have looked at the relationship between the direction of anisotropy and slope 694 

orientation, they have mainly focused on the modes of failure (Cruden and Hu, 1996, 1999; Cruden 695 

2000, 2003; Chigira, 1992, 2000; Teshebaeva et al., 2019; Cui et al., 2022) or on variations in landslide 696 

activity and frequency (Cruden and Eaton, 1987; Cui et al., 2022), but have paid, to our knowledge, little 697 

attention to the influence of this relative orientation on slope steepness. 698 

To confirm that the anisotropy of the rock's resistance ultimately contributes to control the average slope 699 

angles in natural settings, we need to find a region where anisotropic structures are uniform at a scale 700 

larger than the typical hillslope length. Often, bedrock anisotropy is variable in an area due to folds, 701 

faults, and lithological changes, but in some places, the tectonic setting can result in large terrains of 702 

uniformly dipping unfolded rocks. Despite some minor secondary folding, this is the case for the south-703 

facing slopes of the Annapurna Massif in central Nepal, where overthrusting due to continental collision 704 

is responsible for gneisses dipping consistently 10° - 40° towards NW - NE in between two major tectonic 705 

structures, the Main Central Thrust (MCT) and the South Tibetan Detachment (STD): see Figure 9a-b 706 

and refer to geological maps of Colchen et al. (1986) and Parsons et al. (2016). There, we performed a 707 

simple raster data analysis on a 30 m digital terrain model (Hawker and Neal, 2021) for an area high 708 



2000 - 4000 m a.s.l. (red polygon in Figure 9a) actively eroding but devoid of any geomorphological 709 

evidence of hillslope glacial erosion and well below the permanently frozen areas where slope and rock 710 

mass cohesion are observed to be distinctively higher (Lavé et al., 2023). For the selected area, slope 711 

angle distributions appear to vary with slope orientation (Figure 9c): south-facing slopes are, on average, 712 

up to 9° steeper than slopes facing east, north, and west. Anaclinal slopes are, therefore, steeper than 713 

cataclinal slopes, as proven by our analysis (compare Figures 4 and 9). This finding agrees well with 714 

the observations of Uhlir and Schramm (1997) for central Himalayan slopes in a near-identical geological 715 

setting: constant dip of bedrock schistosity towards the north coincides with south-facing-slopes 716 

significantly steeper than north-facing slopes. The slope-aspect diagram in Figure 9c is qualitatively 717 

aligned with our modeling expectations if the variation in slope angle as a function of slope orientation 718 

is considered to be the cause of varying slope stability. However, a quantitative analysis of slope-scale 719 

mechanical conditions is difficult to perform at this stage, as it would be necessary to characterize the 720 

strength anisotropy of Himalayan gneisses, particularly at the scale of the hillslope (see Section 2.3). It 721 

would also be necessary to characterize slope stability when the azimuth of the isotropy plane is different 722 

from that of the topographic slope, i.e., we would need to numerically explore not only the dip angle of 723 

the isotropy plane in two dimensions but also its azimuth between 0 and 180° relative to the azimuth of 724 

the topographic slope in three dimensions. Additionally, the role of other factors, such as the distribution 725 

and orientation of fractures or the hydrology of groundwater, which is certainly influenced by stratified 726 

or foliated rocks (e.g., Dong et al., 2012), should be addressed. 727 

As an additional corollary to this southern Annapurna slopes setting, we would expect, according to our 728 

modeling, differences in failure modes depending on the orientation of the slopes. Failures modes are 729 

difficult to assess by conventionally available satellite imagery due to rapid re-vegetation of landslide 730 

scars and the sparsity of large failures (>1 km2 landslides only occur every ~500 years following Marc 731 

et al. (2019)). Capturing a statistically representative frequency of the different failure modes for different 732 

slope orientations would require an exceptional number of slope failure events due to, for example, a 733 

very large earthquake (as in Cui et al. (2022) for the eastern margin of the Tibetan plateau), and/or the 734 

availability of a high-resolution digital terrain model (e.g., airborne Lidar). Despite the absence of such 735 

a quantitative approach, observations along the southern flank of the Himalayas (see Figure S11) are 736 

at least qualitatively in line with our model predictions. For instance, in the Ankhu Khola region (80 km 737 

to the east of the southern flank of the Annapurna Massif, in a near-identical setting), in conjunction with 738 

slope angle variability, slope failure modes are particularly contrasted between north-facing (cataclinal) 739 



and south-facing (anaclinal) slopes: low-volume rock falls, rock topples, and small rockslides appear to 740 

be more frequently observed on south-facing slopes, whereas numerous voluminous translational 741 

rockslides detach sub-parallel to the schistosity planes along north-facing slopes (Thouret, 1983; Uhlir 742 

and Schramm, 1997).  743 



744 

Figure 9: a: Topographic map of the Annapurna massif with location of area selected for raster data 745 

extraction (red polygon): country borders in white box (top left) serve as orientation, MCT and STD were 746 

extracted from the geological map of Parsons et al. (2016); b: tectonic profile modified after Searle 747 

(2010) (see location of blue line in a), red ellipse indicates terrain extracted for raster analysis; c) scatter 748 

plot showing azimuth - slope angle relationship colored by density (linear), red dashed line indicates the 749 

maximum density along azimuth. 750 

Color in print, double column (full width)  751 



6.  Conclusion 752 

 753 

Understanding the factors influencing the deformation and failure of rock slopes is fundamental to 754 

assessing slope failure hazard better and understanding landscape evolution. Using parametric 755 

numerical modeling, we explored the influence of rock anisotropy on slope stability, focusing more 756 

specifically on slopes made of transverse isotropic materials and investigating their stability potential 757 

and deformation modes. Our study enables us to identify distinct failure behaviors caused by different 758 

orientations of the isotropy plane with respect to the slope face, as regularly observed on natural and 759 

artificial slopes: sliding in overdip cataclinal slopes, toppling (bending) in anaclinal slopes with steepened 760 

escarpment, and buckling in underdip cataclinal slopes. One can also note that the crumbling failure 761 

mode does resemble rockfalls on anaclinal subdued slopes. Moreover, our approach enables us to 762 

relate the stability of slopes to these deformation modes. It suggests, for instance, that anaclinal slopes 763 

are generally more stable than cataclinal ones, with subdued escarpments showing the highest stability 764 

potential and overdip cataclinal slopes showing the lowest stability potential. Obviously, natural slopes 765 

exceed the bounds suggested by our modeling exercise due to their inherent complexity. Nonetheless, 766 

our results comprehensively describe all the first-order mechanisms that govern landscape evolution in 767 

mountainous areas where stability potential drives the topography. To go further into the analysis, one 768 

would need to include the contribution of additional factors to slope deformation, like pore pressure built-769 

up or seismic shaking, that could greatly impact the prevailing failure mode and other failure 770 

characteristics. Nevertheless, our study, like that of Chigira (2000) on natural objects, indicates a whole 771 

typology of deformation modes that seem to depend directly on the presence of anisotropic rocks and 772 

on the relative anisotropy orientation with respect to the topography. It is difficult to know whether other 773 

factors may also lead to the emergence of the four identified end-members or whether the orientation 774 

of the anisotropy is the sole source of this typology. In any case, slope stability analyses should consider 775 

this parameter more systematically so that the various possible deformation modes and associated 776 

hazards can be clearly identified. 777 
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